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SOUTH BUFFALO REALTY COMPANY

PRESS RELEASE
South Buffalo Realty Company Adds New Service
SOUTH BUFFALO, NY December 5, 2016: In late November, South Buffalo Realty Company (“SBRC”) was
issued a New York State Corporate Broker License for real estate. This license will allow the founders, Al
Pinterpe and Mark Bookhagen, to act as seller’s and buyer’s agents in New York State.
While the new license is valid throughout New York State, the partners plan on concentrating their
business in their native South Buffalo. Pinterpe said, “It is what we know best. We know the market here
inside and out. We have great working relationships with all the other major players in the area. Our
residential investments in South Buffalo have created a great opportunity for the company to serve the
neighborhood.” The company says it plans to focus on its passion – selling houses, but is open to
representing buyers as well.
Prior to this license issuance, SBRC primarily concentrated on buying, renovating, and selling its
portfolio of residential properties. For example, Pinterpe qualified for the license the “hard way” – personal
experience. He has been on one end or the other for nineteen residential real estate transactions. He has
mastered the real estate buying & selling business with skin in the game – not for the faint of heart.
Bookhagen has followed a path similar to Pinterpe buying and selling exclusively in the South Buffalo area
with over a dozen transactions.
Al Pinterpe can be reached at 716-863-5408 and Mark Bookhagen can be reached at 716-8674508. SBRC is currently accepting listings for the MLS.

About South Buffalo Realty Company
In the true spirit of South Buffalo, SBRC puts the community first. We are dedicated to providing safe, quality,
affordable housing. The founders (born and raised in South Buffalo) have high hopes for the future of one of
the city's best kept secrets. Buying, renovating, leasing, and selling properties throughout the community is
what we know and love.
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